
SECURITY CAMERAS PHASE 3 BID NO. 052421-1 ADDENDUM  

As discussed on the walk, this job assumes that all conduit/pathway will be installed new.  Existing 
conduit/pathway may be used if all installed cables (new and existing) do not exceed a fill ratio of 40%.  
Existing conduit/pathway was designed for a CAT5E installation and should not be relied upon to have 
sufficient space for additional CAT6A cables. 

The contractor is not required to paint the newly installed conduit. 

WOODRIDGE ELEMENTARY – remove from bid sheet and walk schedule.  This site is included in Phase 2. 

PIONEER ELEMENTARY 

Scope change:  After reviewing the work that would be required to add fiber,  Twin Rivers has decided 
that a contractor supplied 16x16 NEMA box is to be mounted on the wall of Room 21 with a district 
provided 12 port POE switch for NEW10 and NEW11.  The uplink shall utilize an existing data drop in the 
room. No fiber will be required.  

KOHLER ELEMENTARY 

Additional Camera: KHE16 Replace existing camera on the north wall of the Cafeteria with a contractor 
supplied Axis P3248-LVE.  The camera is to view NE to SE into the patio area.  A green CAT6A cable is to 
be ran to the MDF in the main office. 

Clarification: KHE15 was included in the scope of work, but was not included on the map – see updated 
map section below.  Per the walk, the replacement camera is to be mounted lower on the wall to view 
under the flag. 

 

Clarification/correction: KHE25 is be mounted on the SW corner of Room 25 and the IDF for the camera 
is in Room 25. 



 

 

ALLISON ELEMENTARY 

IDF Location correction: The IDF location for the following cameras is Room 17: NEW09, NEW10, 
NEW11, NEW12, NEW13, and NEW21. 

Mount Addition: NEW05 will require contractor supplied Axis T94N02D Pendant Kit, Axis 
T91B63 Ceiling Mount and Axis T91B52 30cm Extension P/N 5507-491 to be used in place of the 24” 
Extension included with T91B63. 

Mount Addition: NEW08 will require contractor supplied Axis T94N02D Pendant Kit, Axis 
T91B63 Ceiling Mount and Axis T91B52 30cm Extension P/N 5507-491 to be used in place of the 24” 
Extension included with T91B63. 

Mount Addition: NEW010 will require contractor supplied Axis T94N02D Pendant Kit, Axis 
T91B63 Ceiling Mount and Axis T91B52 30cm Extension P/N 5507-491 to be used in place of the 24” 
Extension included with T91B63. 

Mount Addition: NEW12 will require contractor supplied Axis T94N02D Pendant Kit, Axis 
T91B63 Ceiling Mount and Axis T91B52 30cm Extension P/N 5507-491 to be used in place of the 24” 
Extension included with T91B63. 

SIERRA VIEW ELEMENTARY 

Clarification:  The 2 inch conduit from the IDF in Room 18 to the Multipurpose room is to be ran above 
the overhead walkway, no trenching is required. 

WINONA OFFICE/WAREHOUSE 

Camera model change: WNA06 camera changed to a contractor supplied Axis P3715-PLVE.  



 

RIO LINDA ELEMENTARY  

Removal:  NEW16 is to be removed from the scope of work. 

RIO LINDA HIGH SCHOOL 

Patio Netting response:  The patio netting is secured via self-tapping screws. It will be the contractor’s 
responsibility to remove and reattach the screws in order to accommodate the conduit work and 
camera placements and to ensure the netting is secured when the work is completed. The 
recommendation would be to loosen and then reattach the netting in increments. 

Correction/clarification:  The section labeled Rio Linda Stadium which referenced Poles is to be 
removed.  Per the walk no poles will be included in Phase 3. 

Camera Addition:  RLS15 Replace existing camera on the west interior wall of the Large Gym with 
a contractor supplied Axis P3248-LVE.  The camera is to view east to south.  A green CAT6A cable is to 
be ran to the IDF in the Boys Locker Room. 

Camera Addition:  RLS40 Replace existing camera on the east interior wall of the Large Gym with 
a contractor supplied Axis P3248-LVE.  The camera is to view west to north.  A green CAT6A cable is to 
be ran to the IDF in the Boys Locker Room. 

Camera Addition:  RLS41 Replace existing camera on the east interior wall of the Small Gym with 
a contractor supplied Axis P3248-LVE.  The camera is to view west to south.  A green CAT6A cable is to 
be ran to the IDF in the Girls Locker Room. 

Camera Addition:  RLS43 Replace existing camera on the west interior wall of the Large Gym with 
a contractor supplied Axis P3248-LVE.  The camera is to view east to north.  A green CAT6A cable is to 
be ran to the IDF in the Girls Locker Room. 



 

MISCELLANEOUS CAMERA REPLACEMENTS SECTON ON BID SHEET 

REGENCY PARK ELEMENTARY - ADDITION 

2 Genetec camera licenses are to be provided by the contractor and added to the Twin Rivers Genetec 
contract, the contract number is 01-9072-0512. 

Camera and license addition: POLE #1 Mount a contractor supplied Axis P3719-PLE IP camera, Axis 
T91D61 Wall Mount and Axis T94N01D Pendant Kit on Pole #1 in the soon to be installed parking lot.  A 
dedicated 1 inch conduit is being installed when the parking lot is built from Pole #2 to Pole #1. The 
camera lens are to be positioned to view the parking lot.  The pole is to be 4 inch square 20 foot high 
with a 1 inch dia. conduit penetration at 16’.  2 green CAT6A data cables are to be ran to the switch on 
Pole #1. 

Camera and license addition: POLE #2 Mount a contractor supplied 16x16 NEMA box on Pole #2 in the 
soon to be installed parking lot.  Low voltage power (120V) and single mode fiber is to be ran to the 
pole, a contractor supplied Aruba 6100 12G POE Switch and Aruba 10G SFP+ transceiver J9151E, Axis 
P3719-PLE IP camera Axis T91D61 Wall Mount and Axis T94N01D Pendant Kit is to be mounted on the 
pole. A dedicated 2 inch conduit is being installed when the parking lot is built from Pole #2 to “Unit N” 
which is the designation for Rooms 171 to 176. The camera lens are to be positioned to view the parking 
lot. The pole is to be 4 inch square 20 foot high with a 1 inch dia. conduit penetration at 16’.   The fiber is 
to be ran to the MDF, the conduit will run to Room 176.  The fiber will run through Unit N and use the 
existing conduit from Room 171 to the MDF.  



 



 

 


